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Students Evicted
or Misconduct

Sophomore, Junior and Senior
class officers will be elected todal S.
as students go to the polls for the
first time this xear.
Polls were scheduled to open al
R:30 a.m, and will close at 4 p.m.,
Ten students were evicteo this week as a result of -te we": of
’ according to Don Binder. chief
I
misconduct sweeping through student housing. Stanley Ernz. dean of
;justice of the Student Court.
men, said yesterday.
I
Campus spirit this year IndiFreshrruin Blood Da will be
A committee of students, householders and college c4icials will
cates the election will pull an No.. 3 and 4, because of the large
iinusitall large group of %titers
of students who has.. meet this afternoon to continue its review of student housing reg.
nuber
m
to the polls, Chief Justice Binder
lations. Th.. group hop.. to I;,Id a
signed to donate, Doreane Dunstated.
way to curb the students. i an:ie. Blood Us, co-chairman,
Twenty-six candidates are up tot
pon.sible behavior Dr Benz ,.,i
disclosed todat.
election to 16 offices.
College ottlICIAIS
or a.
Thie ow.’..’rano- alter Red
Three candidates are running fm
rules as possible. th. ,;.
Cross officials announced that
ASH post of representative-at - the could not accommodate in
"but apparently
tv !lain lute,.
large, the rest for class offices. I one da) the group of more than
need to be established ’
We
must
constantl
r.
ourmind
In addition to president*, %We
"Students. must
it
the
150 students oho had signed bs
presidents, serretaries and t reaswe a
csterda alternoon, Miss Dun - selves that Our individual conduct to Is’ vood netghlwils
urers of the three classes, one
oft -campus is a direct reflection expect and re-ene
coo;
KEN SCANNELL
an a’. explained.
male and one female sophomore
lion from lesidents o: the a
’
"I Hill sirie"
on the college.
-- justice are to be elected.
omJoe West. dean oi
ft.,
Through
Cliff
Majersik,
their
Two propositions also ar e on the
’,tented
;public relations director, the As ballot.
Sol
Rousing is a real And 1. it Al
Graduate students will be go en
satiated Students are expending problem to the college now
a chance to make a decision on the
money and effort to build up the will he a greater one a.
question of graduate student
ment increases, 1.16,4
eoi
116 eood name of the college. The
resentation on the Student CoonUM% eli.
careless action 01 one student may
-ft students wool..
. undo the effort of years past
The other question up for duate
roomers now it w0t.
Yes,
their
an
occasionally
in
A possible solution to the col- i
Students voting in the ASH elec- dent apprmal is"Shall the re- ,
’stances of a housemother or neigh - the solving of Ihts ie. Mem to,.
tion today have a chance to better strieted Pri"k4e card be e’g- ’1,,e’s immediate parking problem
bar who thinks college students ’ASO’ I
h. said
their relationship with a little- tended to resident extension stu- came to light yesterday afternoon
should behave as they did in 1927
dents?" ’
"AN il.Sident S of 5001raT p.rsti..
known group of SJS students.
meeting
of
the
joint
But
by
and large the criticisms
"We are hoping for a good show- at the first
On the ballot is a constitutional
borne, student tenant. rsin. eery*:
’ received by Morn Pritchard ale
amendment which Would extend; ing af student interest." Binder ’college -city parking committee.
Rut
rulds and priiilLt.
,justified,
"The
officers
selected
!
today
said.
resito
restricted privilege cards
John Amos, chief . of mainte-.i Freshmen, amazed at the liberty. also ha’.,’ the i., spot- :-.!it)
I
will
lead
the
classes
for
half
a
.
dent extension students.
, granted college. students. often dii e t ^1’;
An extension center is main- ,Year. It is vital that good leaders ’ nonce at the college. suggested
selected."
that Eighth street, between San , misuse their freedom, not realizing Eh an It.
said
tamed at Parks Air Force base. !be
I The ballot is of the preferential .
that it includes a tremendous re"The student body must establish;
-e
Antonio and San CarIos streets, he
sponsibility.
s
.
a closer relationship with the ; type. Two basic rules to follow in designated
as a one was..street ;
ignated
remember 1 hat t h lla nu. of
"Camp Parks student body." liar- , prepreferential ballot voting are tl;
with diagonal parking replacing our college is at stake Let’s tak,
old H. Seyferth, coordinator of ex- ’give each candidate only one vote,
give one candidate first, sec- the present paralk.I Parking. This . the initiative out selves to see that
tension and field services said to_ ’don’t
7,5 student conduct is alwaos wii:d
approximately
add
day. "Most of the airmen probably ond and third choices; and .42i would
it should be
will come here to college when make second and third selections spaces. Amos said,
s
Tt .M EVANS
it Y
they have served their enlistment," as if the first choice candidate is
Such a plan, along with the
,’ft.
.111/, IIil
Asia president. Muth..
not up for election.
he predicted.
added spaces made available by
will 41101111111v AIM it,
hall"? apThe issue is a problem in pub, removal of restrictions around the
pl !eat ions t
Monita. Mid
pia
i
maintains.
Seyferth
relations,
lie
old high school, would more than’
Tuesday at a booth us thc LilicarN
"If sergeants or drill instructors,’
offset tlir loss of spaces which
Arch, seem -ding to Hill Rusba".,
andi
men
of
group
stand before a
The whereabouts of the SolDb- would come if and when the city50 U’ hut Y tic, president
refer to SJS as ’my school.’ the, Fresh mixer plague is unknown goes ahead with its plans for in
Applicat ions also will be dis
Dr, John T. Wahlguist, San Jo’..
feeling will filter through the! following its theft by the Sopho- stalling meters on portions
FifthState college president, and Col Ordnited at 111,4 ’11111,7F nt the Vow,
ranks. We have our eyes on thelmore class after the freshmen won and Sixth streets. P
.
R. M. Bristol, An- Force ROTC Republicans and Young Dem.
enrollment of the future," he said. I the honor at the mixer Wednesday.
Arthur department head. returned to San crats The forms may be picked
City traffic Analyst
, night.
;
last night by Air Force plane , up at the Student Y. 772 S
. The Freshman class won the Philpott stated that he saw no Jose
Seventh oleo
, tug--o-war, volleyball and attend_ objections to Amos’ plan and that after a trip to Maxwell Air Force
1,os Gatos Party
Requests foi ballots must
his office would make the neces- , base. Montgomery, AJa.
;
ance
contests,
and
the
entertainIn conjunction with United
Dr. Wahlguist was to lerue San Irevel id before 1k-1. 30 In ti
Sal’) surveys. Jerry Ball, student
!ment
was
judged
a
draw.
The
IraN ations week, foreign- students
representative, told Philpott !Jose this morning for Sacram, nto county clerk or tio office,
studying at 5.15 are invited to , dition of the Sophomore class ; body
service groups at the col- to discuss the college’s eurtent duct me, t h. election Apple .
the
that
to
’ stealing the plague goes back
im
should be addressed
lw. guests of Los Gatos failies
be’ glad to help with building program with slate ai
would
lege
Ithe first days of the school.
Sunday. There win b. a iN
Clerk’s ottie..
the sun ey.
;met) in the eening, reported
tiene !itandrield, international
...Indents organizations member.
.111 students who mint to participat. should meet in front of
I:30
I ohm at
iii.’ student
o’elizek Siiinda afternoon. Transportation to Los lotto. ha been
arranged. standfield said,
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Eros Blft,d
Set for .
Quota Over Top

SJS Name At
Stake; Erans

Extensioners
Have Chance
To Join ASB

u ion Seen
In SJS-Ci tv
!Parking Talks

cit.

Ballot Forms
.4 milable Noir

que Missing

President Back:
’,eaves for Sacto

For the Contest Judges, Queenly Smiles

UP ROIADUP
i
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
Smith Korea was invited yesterday by the UN Political committee
to attend its war-and-peace de -1
bate and Secretary of State Dean
Acheson postponed his Korean
speech until today. The Political
committee refused’ Russia’s demand for North Korean representatives to attend the peace
deha I e.
Americas Win; Nobel Prize
STOCKHOLM. SWEDEN UP)
Dr. Selman A. 3.Vaksman of Rutgers university, discoverer of the
wonder drug streptomycin. yesterday won the Nobel prize in physiolot:y and medicine.
Churchill Gives A-bomb Details
LONDON ’UP. Winston Churchhill announced yesterday Britain’s!
first atom bomb was set off inside
a warship to test its effect on R
harbor and caused a tidal wave I
and heat of nearly 1,000.000 de- !
ees.
Urge.; Peace Action
I ’NITED NATIONS. N.Y. ,upt.
The United States today formally
introduced a resolution urging the
United Nations to call upon Communist China and North Korea
to accept a Korean truce providing
for non -forcible repatriation, of
prisoners.

sA1111.1N(. FOR THE JUDGES al the iariet) show %irk. I se III he
Homecoming queen cunt...taut., lien to right), fir., rim. Jan ( ob.,
Jean Harris, Joan Balbach, Pat Doherty, sharon Viinklebleck. Lois
hirchner; second row, Pat Kalanagh. Portia %non, Janine Johnson.
s)11%-ta Cockerton. Jean liornihrook, Barbera %%Abe:4, ( arohn
nard: third row, Ellen Bosinger. Caroly-n (ben, Pat Snow, Nam’,

rowan
I vierit ine girl, are
r
Dm, ,,,,, re. ( aria ...ehneil an., I.1"rt..
antr+lant
I
queen
in the contest. Not pre-. nt tor the
astro. Jan Adams. DrirothN Ihon, ( owner
pieture were %Wk.%
lietrin,
k,
aevording
lir Rill Cancilia.
Pats)
Martin,
Jackie
Slelwain,
I tom-coming ..bairman,

tiN D 1,11.Y
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Spartan Dady
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;tanford Tickets

Thrust and Parry

111,

, Fairness

committee. If you preter. yOU need not name the cheater.
;It’s the cheating, not the cheater.
that we would liquidate,.
-1.")
Consult a menicier of the cornmittee if you are in doubt how to
.:
s’.:.
to.
will
sail Jteo. siat, ,. 11..g.. 1, ,,,, a : thieroct7..(4.01a.t, our communications
I confidentially. Narucs
commit
iaculty-stuet.nt F.:11111,A
!of student members may be ohi... seekirr..!. to t.rot-et honest st:i. : rained at ASFI office; faculty in todigits Iron! unfair compctition. Its. hers from President Wahleimst’s
wide -spread secretary.
iloim nil, upon
oll’1,
both stialifIN :
from
coops ration
El .M ) A, /1( ’BINS’
it hairenan. Fairness committee.
"nfl laeulls

Fairness and ’Ponys’

Tickets for a special rooter
train to the Stanford game will
go On sale in booths and in the
Graduate Manager’s office next
week, according to Chuck Wing,
Rattly cormnittee chairman.

mond,*

Cast Your Ballot by 4 o’clock
,
-1
Toda
Students have an opportunity to select whom they want to rep.
resent the Sophomore, Junior and Senior classes. They must also
select a representativeast-large to fill the post vacated by the resignation of Doc W..,..er.
Polls in. the Student Union will be open until 4 o’clock this after-

1.7.,

holding offie0. are enjOying their
second term in that office and
I should think that that fact alone
would speak rattjer. loudly of Oh?
Faith placed in them by the -tot.
&WS.
Respectfully,
Wm. SPENGFMANN.
Asti 164
El). NOTE: Where have Vol.
been,
Mr. Spingemann. It is

noon.
.
We hope you have given some thought to today’s election and
theati!..
who obser.i
.-iiiidents
th.
e 26 candidates who are anxiously awaiting your vote. You are
hieild accept responsibility’
,he one who is going to select the cuss representatives, and we hope action. Letters to Thrtot 1111’1
hi-listet
a ,
that you will make wise choices.di
vommon ktiowletlge at this eol-’
Par,!. at-.’ good. Other possibilities;
emphatically tine. the cheat_ i Your editorial concerning the lege that cheerleaders are apBut whatever your views on the election, we want to see you over
I yell leaders in Wednesday’s Dails
pointed by the Rally commit’a She Student Union voting sometime today. If you have an interest er to change his ways: reliort the
i leaves you in a piecarious mln- ttenot
off
elected
lIP
I cheating directly to the instruc.
ri Otis college. it is your duty to vote.
ority. Your stand places you at the %tridents. If you ’took mar..
’ tor
retiort it to a member of the’
definiti odds with the general! of an interest in ’student affairs
’
opinion of the rest of the student
you
would
hose
krittimu .this.
body.
T
die!
I draw this conears:on from corne.
I,
I
VIII 411 Itic01 00, ma
.1.
mi.,s I hay,. heard from mom al11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-:
setalaatat
t -la r
pm ,
to
a 1011110110. fo.1 110 tat le,
Luther. junior general ele"Itepresentatie if all thc cam- inentary student, is a candidate students who have gone to the a
tr. asia. /
abilities, I pus that’s what I consider ni% for the office of Junior class sec - t r o le b l e . of complimenting the thre,.=
I he 1.-st of r11)
.
1)11f the treasurer’s pit. if elected.iet..ey Miss Luther has had pre- yell leaders. Don Nunes. Dick flax- ’E
eai
shall
"I will do my best at c
. With such an active serum
%IOUs experience as secretary of ter and Bob Baron on the way they ,= Alterations
handled the large and spirited ’ Z
class .11% was el monatrated at pre- . meetings ao act upon and speak the freshman class.
out Poor the hest inteiests of the
0(000*
10.1110t I iiii( 11 11111.111/11..,
I have had enough ex-. turn out of SJS rooters at the = Remodeling. Reifying. Reasonable =
"I feel
-LET US MAKE YOUR
qualifi- perience to fill the qualifichtions.COP game.
know we will hate a good year It students I rprrseipt.
CLOTHES TO FIT YOU"
=
clumps,’
mingle- with Spartan for secretary. as set up in our
I’. nit louopa.tbNt nib salitor tteastul.i
As for the late arrival of the E,
I still tv ill. I.. %dirk for the liesi Shields. Reselries, ft.(nr, and 3,1141 ennatitution.
three, I am sure you are, or should.
JAY’S APPAREL &
loyal Spartans "
"I will do all I can to promote. he, aware of the traffic conditions
’all 1
ACCESSORY SHOP
=
a greater class spirit and make which prevailed both before and
E
CY 2-5606
’his a successful year for the after the game. You did go, didn’t ,=? 60 E. San Fernando
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no platform.
It s. ems that yaltir editorial col 111011 has be.corne an official organ
for deposing student officers who
have been duly. elected by th.
student body. This, I believe, is not
only in had faith hut in very pom
taste fh"veil leadrys Onto
Two
of

Shoe

aitgrbint14::

CAN

14c

WASHINGTON SQUARE Travelaires
-Vie for Crown
CON FIDEVTI11

Ad Fraternities
Share Rush Party

idopt New
Committee Plan

JIHnors

The Travelaires, former SJS
barbershop quartet, is to compete
Members of Alpha Delta :’,111,,.
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the Civic national professional advertising ’
a
At Monday’s Junior class counThis was about to start like this: "Speaking of eating.- Hem e%ei. auditorium for the Far Western fraternity, were guests of Gamma
after due consideration, I realized that the statement would he laugh- ’crown of the Society for the Pre- Alpha Chi, national honorary ad- cil meeting in the Student Union,
ably ridiculous. SO you may disregard this paragraph entirely and be- servation and Encouragement of vertising sorority, at a rush par- President Dave Doerr and the
gin with the one Munediately following.
!Barbershop Quartet Singing in ty Wednesday night at the Stu- council decided on a new policy
i America.
dent center, Gelso Qualco. frater- td establishing standing commitThinking of eating, uhich is about all the lure proletarian
tees to handle class ;Mans.
nity president, reported today.
collegian is financially able to do along about this time of the ueek.
The group holder of the CaliMrs. Gertrude B. Murphy, dia recent MIA item issuing from Brighton. England takes on spe- fornia State Championship for
The committee’s formed under
cial significative.
1952, consists of Del Green. Soph- rector of radio and television for . this policy are program, chairman
Service,
a
the
Long
Advertising
omore industrial arts major here;
to be vice-president-elect of the
According to the Associated Press dispatch, a gentleman named
Dick O’Malley. former student local firm, addressed the two ad- council, social affairs. Dee Jukich.
Jack Wafer has laid claim to a new world record for living without
organizations.
vertising
Gualco
!here: Ozzie Palos, former student
chairman, constitution, Pat Stufood. This in itself is of no particular interest, for I strongly suspect
said.
:here, and Bob Hokanson.
art, chairman, awards, chairman
that he is simply one of those characters who likes to see his name in
et II) he flppIllted
the tabloids.
Tickets for the affair may he
obtained
at
the
Civic
auditorium.
People will do almost anything to establish a world record, and
Three films. -Danger Ro.ei
collegians are not the least offenders. They will teeter-totter for weeks
"Land of the
Pueblos."
and
on end, and spend the rest of their days basking in the glory of their
"Wheels are Rolling.- arc availachievement.
Baby-sitting has been added to able for preview at the Audio-VisThe alIt resort to such stunt 3 selling refrigerators to ig- I the Associated Women’s Students’ ual Service center, according to
Dr. Richard B. Lewis, coordine v(ii
norant Aleuts so as to be able to uear a diamond-studded pia en- list of projects
graved: "World Champion Seller of Refrigerators to Eskimos."
of audio-visual services.
At a recent meeting, AWS mem
Nevertheless, Mr. Water’s feat is rite with pregnant possibilities.
voted to baby-sit for faculty
It seems that his 75-day fast, during which he devoured nothing but !tiers
members who serve as patrons and
cigarettes and soda tablets, was done through hypnotism.
patronesses at various school funcEach time Mr. Wafer chunked a soda tablet into his mouth, he tions throughout th year.
gat.ed into his own inscruitable eyes and hypnotized himself into thinkOUR FOOD IS FINE!
A baby-sitting committee was
ing the thing was a two-pound filet mignon. He got so good that he ,
I formed which will have on file the
even smacked his lips and drooled a little.
OUR SERVICE IS SWELL’
names, addresses, and phone numThink of the almost unlimited possibilities that such a technique bers of the AWS members who
OUR PRICES ARE PERFECT!
could offer the collegian. Pit st. of course, there is that business about volunteered to baby-sit.
the filet mignon.
Faculty members and chairmen
Personii/ly, I uould dispense iiith the soda tablet and stick to of school functions are urged to;
my standard fare, uhieh on Thursda.i, and Fridays generaR,) Is contact Joan Winterbotham, baby1595 SOUTH FIRST STREET
Spanish rice (22 cents a can on special) or fried okra (approxi- sitting committee chairman, for
mately 16 -cents a pound, depending on the crop.)
this free AWS service.
If I could just throw a mild little hokey of mesermerism into
myself, and make the junk taste like a lousy old pork sausage. I’d
be simply ecstatic. And if you’ve ever partaken of fried okra, you’ll
know what I mean.
Other 15Ossitalities also are intriguing. For instance, one might I
convince himself that the soporific drone of a certain lecturer is as
stimulating is Sen. Robert Taft expounding on HST. or vice versa.

By JERRY BELCHER

1.

SPARTAN DAILV

Friday. Oct. 24. 1952

Three New Films

AWS To Babv-sit

IT’S A FACT

RENDEZVOUS CAFE

gory 13.44,0

The automobile operator might eonjure up a parking place
,esen blocks of the campus. More ingenious, or less priniipled minds than my min can pri hi hiy think up a multitude of
other uses for Mr. Wafer’s bit of hokum.
But. alas, there is a catch. During his record-breaking fast,- Mr.
Wafer, who weighed 147 -pounds when he started, dropped down to 127_
pounds. or nine stone something -or-other by British weight standards.
Fried okra, despite its debilitating effect on the taste buds, seems
to keep me at a comparatively robust ten-and-one-half stone.
vithin

HELP
WANTED
MEN --- WOMEN
for
PART-TIME
WORK

An eccentric young man from Bangkok
who was seen around town in a smock
thought his costume complete,
for on each of his feet
was a beautiful Roos Bros SOCK!

as

Sales Representatives
Canvassers
for

WHOLESALE
FOOD PLAN
COMMISSIONS AVERAGE

$118 $135
PER DEAL
ARRANGED, IF QUALIFIED
DRAW
GUARANTEED

Argyle socks:
Almost every conceivable color comlination.
Materials range from combed cotton to imported
wool.
Cotton argyles $1.25
Wool ar;7y1es $2.95
Nylon socks:
Soft spun nylon slack socks that look and
wool, but wear like ironl I:asy
feel
washing, too.
Dacron socks:
Made of DuPont’s new miracle fibre. The
longest wearing, easiest washing, quickest
drying socks madel
$1.50

Interviews Tuesday, 3:30 p.m.
Mr. Fein
Placement Office
We Give You Complete Training

Nobody knows the campus like
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The Preferential Ballot;
Read This --Then Vote
Note:
nip:

P4

camp’s.

Today%

eleetions vialt utilize the prefer-

kuni

chnunat.ri

Lev.t...,1
the reset’.

Then the second choices on ballots favoring th. eliminated can&late are added into the co:int.
"’lot’ A’41’, elvetIon tun.’ Ill It there still is no majority- choice,
:aim; ot 1950, students went to another candidate is eliminated
I-, Polls as mans as six times ’a’ and the second choices on ballots
!, a e all offices were filled with tat 0. -mu him are added into t ht
r; ; tat
,u. choice of the majority.
rtee then only one election day
eliminated
is
candidate
No
’....n necessary.
from the rare until he has lost
I.,. terential balloting has mad,- rrn chance of %%inning.
,,a, difference
Dr. Laird S. Swaeert. associate
But with all the advantages professor of political science and
of the preferential system come
student (’our’ adviser, issued a
%es eral problems. The focal point
warning Wednesday about some ft ’
of these problems is iv lack of the errors :tridents make
student understanding ol the
It does nO good to vote
syntens,
three votes for the same canti.
Alter the names ot each candtdate,- ’he said. "If the candidat
first,
;late are three squares
of your choice is in the runnitt_
.etond and third choice.
only the first choice, one sot The voter’s first choice will he will be added to his total. If t..
__
-----on
the
eounted for the candidatt
lirst count. If no candidate re ;laves a majority on the first
YOUR CLOSEST
,ount, the candidate with the
eritial ballot method. The follotting article ....plains this Sy.tern.)

UR.- 11)..rt00% Kaye. left, stage and screen
he misslads the story of hr. Cla r- r tor Illigh
I. r. Ist.frk singing di-. jockey. hay.- old describe his rise to
Open Rouse record shims
; olarits 1.o- listeners to
o. ..t
pm. 1 hi. ’a ill b.- the eletenth bignanse intersleu tor
F. a
11.10. graduate
photo by Gilmore
,
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Damn Kaye Interview
To Ile Heard Sunday
Kt

11%

do it?"
it Danny Kay!". :creen corneci;an sui-7eci tc. know first’
.c1 that the San Jose State col.eqe drama department
Lady in the Dark’ spring quarter.
icy of poor Lira Elliott who couldn’t make up her mind
o, .111 ; *As t;Ht-1. 01 the star

’hey

-

n
’he ’s

.1a

Ti.-

sitteer....,tor

Et eettngs
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to speak before a Frosh
meeting in Morris
Orientation
Dails auditorium at 11t30 a m.
..sterday on "Etfective planninv,
for a Collegiate Experience." but
he never got started.
He was told that the Freshman
class desired "12 to 15 minutes- to
explain how the) are conducting
a blood drive, currently tindercampus.
Dean nen/ agreed, hut

;;!.

II.

HOUSE OF ARTS
AND CRAFTS

...

I I.C1.11(1

Dresden Craft figurines
supplies and instructions

-

Copper tooling supplies
Picture Craft pictures
E -Z pre -sketched panels
Leather kits for assembling

..; - t),11 01 ,k
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Morehead-Fleming DrugCo.
00 SOUTH SECOND STREET

OPEN S
PH F

At

TO 7 00 PM
,CL

Cr

polls five or six times, eliminating
orie candidate at a time until a
majority. is secured, this system
allows us to hold all the elections
’ at the same time.’ mid D r. Swa-, trt.

J,ot

PHONE CT 7-2246
2 blocks south of Spartan Stad;un.
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entert:
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SPECIAL!
NYLON ORLON BLOUSES
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60 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
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Stooky

Dran

the
ifelbr. The explanation of theft- blood program.
%%;!I
e. .1 bttw. en 7 311.aided by the presence of a Red
:; i;
Cross nurse, and the showing of a
I he singing disc jockey, it
technicolor movie. proved so interper...1%AM) in his M4 ii
ti4die.
e sti ng that it arnsumed the enright in the Area. ivripears weetsty
;It-- la,ut ’ Ite
on the los ’Malloy and Het
Ms.
Courtney telesislon
I open Hons.% .

rec.-ha,

"Rather than come back to the

FRANCS EPISCOPAL CHoliCH
1205 Pine Avis at Washington
F Marshall Wickham, ID, Recto Sunday Services
730 A M The Holy Communion
1,30 A AI Church School Worship
It:OOA.M Morning Prayer and Sermon
Itioly Communion on lit Sundays)
Thursdays. 10.30 A ht Holy Communion

GRACE LUTHERAN CHURC,I-4
Ti. Rey Clarence F. Crouser

ST

Rey

The Service,

51 E

Monday,

Corms Semime

LUTHERAN CHURCFI FIRST IMMANliEL
CT 2.5404
374 S Thud
II 00 AM Service
’ Blessed are the Messed 7 00100 P U Wednesday
Dicussion to. Colleg.
Students
A. J ilfORMIOr., Pastor.

eibt

Sunday

Julian St

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
CV 1-2144
/3 So. Sib
Sc. ,non for Sunday
’ On Finding Life’s Calm Center.’
Services from /AS to 11,4I5
(Free dinner following)
7 P U. Young adult worship.
Ci4rence Franz

ST. PAUL’S METHODIST CHURCH
CV 47550
Second I San Carlos
Subject for SundayThe Retarded Soul
M
A
100
The Reverend CherlEs Andersen preaching
5-45 A NI Church School
11.00 A 1.1 Morning Worship
7 tOP U Prayer Service Ices -Sal
7 30 P U

II 00 AM

Headquarters of
Ti. Lutheran Students Association

basna.ss Way on

ThotS’a iii
Lyons app.
tellois ship.
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1
anal "lady !;
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1. thoulost rtioneh
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"Spartan Rityiew.- student rad’
t
,ht
show, with Merle Ronsman, Pt.;
. a ho haen’t
to

’Bloody’ Show
nehivs Benz

side hi. week!
sundis night
stint on WHIM. h.- sings vvith
Rudds King Ind Dick (rest..
And is current’s recording ssith
Rot, ?sea r
rubes! r a.

III
.11.

’neat I the stort ’
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1r,
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third choice candidate
the tote.

FRIENDLY DRUGGIST

ready

s

64,11 eliminated, the s....cond
and third votes will be wasted." 11--,
ttxplained.
Each ballot is counted oni,once. When the first choice has
been eliminated, the vote goes
to the second choice. If the first
too choices are eliminated, the

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
CV 3-7553
III No Second
5.. Mark Ritenberk. 0 D., Rector
Rev C W Everton. Assistant
111:00 A PA Holy Communion
11:30 A M Church SchoolFamily Service
11:00 A 144 Morning Prayer and Sermon
"Stewardship of Trasure’
11:00 P M Canterbury Assoc,. on

lather

So
Alpha
held a
-

An
is 1
Fn

WELCOME
STUDENTS

AND YOU

SCHOLARS

STAY DOWNTOWN .IF
YOU WANT A LIVE GROUPYOU WANT REAL FUN
YOU WANT SOMETHING HELPFUL
Then Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 COLLEGIATE BIBLE CLASS
-Nothing stuffy hero
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
"Vilwro God is Mario More Reel S:45 TRI C CLUB "A program on college level for collage youth"
7:00 SNACK TIME
7:30 EVENING SERVICE

"So holpful that thousand!: hoar this hour of prayer"

Two Youth Pastors to Serve You
DR CLARENCE SANDS,-REV, MERLE ROARK

FIRST BAPTIST
One block from campus

2nd and San Antonio

ALL STUDENTS
ARE INVITED TO

Cleaning
A....

nut

Ot

Ilk

You’ll

on

’UNESCO
.

Cheer

1.55
.1

and

t,
-

(College Age C

.....

When our team of cleaning

\,
\

KNOX CLUB

Sernon

experts tackle your clothes
you know your appearance
ic touchdown bound’

THE ENEMIES
-.LIMAN SPIRIT -

First Unitarian Church
9t-4 TN RD ttRFrT
CAI

6:00 Sunday, October 26
WESTMINISTER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
(On The Alameda at Shasta)

Wonder Cleaners
costa Clara and 12th Streets

Walt McPherson

Spcaker

A
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Dance !:
To Be Held At Theta
Phi Sig House
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Edited by JOY ASPINWALL

Chi’s Greek Show

Songs, skits and general merriment will highlight the Theis Chi
All -Greek show Monday night. The annual program will begin at 8

(.hosts and Goblins
You’ll see sheets taking the form of ghosts at Inc Alpha Chi
Omega house as soon as the girls prepare for their annual -Ghosts and
Goblins" costume dance to he held Halloween.
Masqueraders will dance to the music of Don Berthaume’s Comb, from 9 to 1 p.m. at Cliateau Boussy, located in the hills of Los

The Phi Sigma Kappa chapter p.m. ;n Morris Daily auditorium.
house at Second street will be con-,
Sororities and fraternities presenting entertainment at Mcnday’s
verted into a South Sea island for
a Sarong dance Saturday night program will compete for trophy prizes. Following the show Theta
Front 9 to 1 o’clock.
(This* a II hOld open house at tile
Each girl will wear a sarone trateinity chafe. r house. 123 s
made of material purchased by 11th street
- -;11:4-t-A4,44-. 44 ;,!,e.t.
Sigma Pis Entertain
her date.
Y
-Atf.
- .-.1
Everyone attending the All!
1...11041....e.
elehrating the day of blark eats and .1:n.1.-o-1:interns early
The house will be decorated with , Greek show is invited to the open
44/4
mi.. sear. Sigma Pis invited Sigma Kappa. to a Haltimeen party bamboo, apppopriate flowers and, house, according to Dick Genita’t.
Mon,Ley. Highlight of the festivitie at the sigma pi house aa.. an blue lights. Gardenias will be :Theta Chi president. Dancing and
111111111111."’"11111141111111
floating on top of the punch. Alrefreshments are being planned for
enbaraining hypnotic. set.
Sigma Pi pledges ineyided the entertainment. Danrint:, a song local campus combo will suPPI):1 the affair. John Allen is serving
ellevT
!the music for the occasion. En-, as telreshment chairman
fest and refreshments concluded the evening’s run.
Imp".11111"
Last night Sigma Kappas welcomed members of Delta Sigma , terlainment will be supplied at iisNew gold trophies standing
’
Phi fraternity with a coffee hour. Delta Sigma Phis and Sigma Kappas termission time with varied musclic, high. has,. been purchased
entertainment
during
presented
hour.
the
lath
ical selections and a hula dance
as wires for shoo winners. The%
Serenade for Kappas
by two campus coeds.
1 Will he presented to first pH’,
(s
Kappa Kappa Gammas mo%rd into their 11th street home FriChuck Sisney, Phi Sigma Kap- 1
see
re
oeleomed
iiith
a serenade by the members of Delta ! pa vice presickatt and social af- %%inners each year along oith a
day and
trophV
t
n
e
n
?"ma
Upsilon fraternity.
, fairs chairman, is in charge of the’
HOISSI
Wednesday Kappas were feted with a party. Hawaiian style. !dance. Other fraternity officers I There are two prize divisions.
!helping hint with the affair are ione for fraternity skits and the
The’. were guests of -Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Ed
RisseiCother
for
sorority
entertainment
Kappas plan a jnint party with the Theta Delts of Stanford ’ Bob Bowles. president:
’secretary: Bob Tyler, sentinel and Each sorority and frateinity pre’day.
isentation is limited to four min OZ Pledges Sneak
-Es- Taraves, inductor,
Pat eons and patronesses are Dr. tile".
Delta Zeta pledges took their pledge sneak last %seek. Even oith
Every Seketkm is s
Budging the skits still he Dr.
!
the chips phoned to the chapter house active number, did not dis- and Mrs. Edward Shaw, Dr. Shaw
stank.) Moir, dean id men: Miss
Score for You?
fraternity.
is
adviser
to
the
orre
dining
at
the
Show
pledges
Boat
restaurant
in
Oaktho
emer
It,
dean of a ..... en.
.
land until after the girls hail returned.
ib
sad Mrs. Ruth McNeil/ie, assistCigani for All
ant proles...or of speech.
Sigma Pi fraternity biothers of Wynn Hoskins and Ron Knight ,
ONLY
(’e-ehairmen lot- the show are.
are well supplied with clears. Wynn passed cigars Monday to anStatS
De cora
affairs
chairsocial
ThOtlab".
Jo.’
neenee his pinning to Marion Boner el Oakland. Ron also passed
wa
Spiottie
man.
and
Die
Ganzert.
preslit!
tit
i
t
a
occ?
Ci
4._
ri;a..s Monday telling of his pinning to Sonny Shellhanjmer, also an
Mary Lucille Lo But was e‘s- of Theta fill!
(takland girl.
icorted to the altar of tile Sailed
Barn Dance Plans
lambda chi Alphas and Oamma Phi Betas are planning to tow- IHeart church in San Jbormid, eta;
SHELDON TAX
re., the- farmer’s old strala hat and put hay *wed in their hair for ’month to become the
Orchestra
James Frederick Foster,
A Dallooren part) to be held in the big barn on the Christopher
DANCE ENGAGEMENTS
Elsie Mac Lo Bue, sister of ti
rant h.
WEDDING RECEPTIONS
44 e son antonio
I he barn to be used for the evening of dancing belongs to the !bride, was maid of honor. Brid,
PARTIES. BARBECUES
i
i..111- r of Larnbdda Chi ArtieChristopher.
!maids were La Vern Duarte, nee.
between
Phone
AX
6-7059
.
Ships and Sea
ICaputo. Carmen Gianotti. D.
first and second
Salt air, the sea and ships was the theme of the Alpha Phi and coosiance En Bite,
A!pba Tau Omega party Wednesday night. The exchange affair was
Donald Foster served as tee--’
held at the Alpha Phi and ATO chapter houses.
man. Ushers were Clifford Foster.,
No More Fishing Around
-Andrew Pepitonp. Dasid Costanze,
and Richard Caputo.
It’s PAUL’S BAR-B-QUE
The former Miss 1,o flue is the!
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Maim!
For This Week -end!
LO
tier husband, who is
an &IS alumnus, is the son of ’Mr.
Pad,
Ba.
Sat IQ
so
!and Mrs. Jose Foster. He was affil-

NINE

1Pair
wat 1
.
A’ ows
Wedcliutr

SIZES 7 & 9

Arabian Night ’OT Club Holds
is Theme 01 Barbecue At
College Pits
Frat Frolic

1.)!Ita will be the night when
Aladlat and his lamp and Ali Baba
and his 40 tffieves will dance at
Aiwa, lodge. The occasion will be
Sit:tra Nu’s first annual Arabian
Nights’ dance. The dance will start
at $:311 p.m.
Womtas are asked to come
"lei ’In style" while the men Will
dr... in the likeness of the Shit*
01 Araby. Sigma Nu’s have been
cauttoned that there will he; only
one woman to a man; no harems
alum eel.
-The Sahib’s castle is the gathelite: place for the festival. Slaves
Will he provided by the Order of
the Ruby -Eyed Serpent," accord me to Bob Snyder, Sigma Nu pub; 1.. chairman

ki..,,ina -Nu pi edffes
i .!’be

ma

iated with Chi Pi Signia fraternity
and the Silver Saber society here.
Freshman and transfer occii-! The couple are now at hank. III
pational therapy majors had a San Jose after taking a honeymoon
trip to Clear lake.
chance to get acquainted with the
campus OT club at a barbecueheld at the SJS barbecue pits yesterday afternoon from 5 to 7 R

Ad Clubs Hear
at io TV Talk

o’clock.
Club presidents. Pairbara Yakim.1 Mrs. Gem rudi Murphy, of Long’’.
said that 50 students were ex - Advertising agency. .spoke to mempeeled. Donna Harkeiroad was in! bers of Alpha Delta Sigma and,
Gamma Alpha Chi Wednesday a’
charge of the affair.
Mixer games, food and enter-I the Student Center of the OMtamment were featured at the: grvgational church.
get-together. The food committee,: She told members of the nawas comprised of Pat Bannon, tional honor advertising societies
Emi Kato, June Misono and Mary of the growth and expansion in
radio and television. Following het
Ruth Morse,.
Miss Mary Booth and Mrs. Elea-, talk refreshments were served by
.
’ nor P. Dennison are advisers to! Gamma Alpha Chi, the women’s
honor group.
the groUp.

DZs Celebrate Netc PKAs

pledges were initialed
Nu fraternity durine
Initiates id PI Kappa Melte
ii, it ceremonies at the chaplet
A dessert party for alms-mill.. a,.,.(, honored recently with a lain
I,
!arid formal ceremonies were held fillet at the chapter house.
Rich Moore, Curtis: in the Delta 7,!ta chapter hems.
New fraternity members boll’ a, .laek Luca. Clark Haus. Mar_yesterday esening to honor the na- :need acre Gen Altiaugh. Robett
till I alarte, Ken Ryder. Mart y
!Cracoliee, Dick Eglington. Rob, / i
tional sorority’s six foundeis..
1 !eiliense Jack Ray. Warren
The party and formal ceremci- . Feberhach, Joe Jimenez. John Ma ’1 soil. Warren Van Dusen, Ken
3,,, tt ,,,,el 1,, \,, , ,. ;-I,,,
nies of the local Gamma Lambda i,.
he :-. tense n and Jim Triplett.
chaplet were part of the sorority
national celebration of its "Gold
en Jubilee- year.
F000as PIctureas
Framing
Delta Zeta was founded Oct. 24
Artists Materials
Rao F-aces
1902 Miami university, Oxford
(Alio. Of the six founders honored
Saratoga:
A. & D. Emporium
yesterday. three are hying. They
are Alfa Lloyd, Mary Collins Tenn
75 E. Saida Clara St. CY 4-217S
RED MOUNTAIN"
Julia It ’hop
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COLLEGE CLEANERS
288 L. San Carlos
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Gary Coop*,

"Devil Makes
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Three"

Rifle"

"ISLAND
of
DESIRE"
Usti& Neva
ea Tachaicoler

--Plus
"MY MAN
AND twin’
Sheila, Wieder%
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Mayfair:
FIRST SAN JCSE PUtt
"UNTAMED FRONTIER"
na
il-ACK SWAN

ittVyy

I

El Rancho Drive -In:
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"
Shirts in at 9.00

0,Jt at 5:00

’ BLACK SWAN

I 35

NOW! at FIRSTRUNlIttau,.
STUDIO* U. A. itALIFORNia

A

FIRST SAN JOSE RUN’
"UNTAMED FRONTIER

35

42 E. SANTA CLARA

SHOW SLATE

weth Alai, Ladd
Plus-DRUMS OF THE DEEP SOUTH’
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iNotri Ilatne Gets
$1,200.1100 Gift
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Spillane At Stanford
Purl Ti(f)
PA MI Two of the
r at
ot %like Ii.
stantord. his Dick VI, 1.Y.111. .4% es4,1)..,-11. vse left %like Ilanuitrr in
In.. .thentere entitled "%term on
arm.- he os. seeking the
who ’raised his trend.

Oro-

4

is

rood giro

IfIllhe

allleath

was

oara111-

ku one siren nanieel 1.aura and
s’ ’A fa,’ 46 Professor Dottie.
w lel he is surprised I., discosre is
a is. man.,

. .1

ii
at IAA you expect? Chilli rutesolye Jtot t u- said with,i
playing pi ck -a -boo
I.toiris
one end of her iich mouth
rither
thawed . .." I stamniered.
thank. I was a
"t
hite ihouRht that a min
fore 11.11 tiot fews she was
-eh w .411,11) as an. anman

Two Guns
Arizona

Harmony
California
.4k .
/

The I:no:clan., of Notre Dan
was presented with $1,200,1r.
worth of paintings and tapestli,
recently by Mrs. Fred .1 Fishc
late wife of the deceased found.
of the Fisher Body company
Detroit.
Thg! prize collection consists 0.
17 paintings and 3 tapestries. Ineluded in the collection of paintings is "Portrait of a Woman."
by the Italian artist Antonio Pollaiuolo This painting is valued at
$100,000 t* many collectors.

has a I igtif to be The hoin-riennied gleams didn’t hide the smokey languid eyes nor the look that
within them, The
swam deep
stiaight lines of her marnsh suit
didn’t fool anybody either. No
wonder poor Georgie couldn’t con.
..ritrate on this class
"What do you want,‘Mr. . .?"
aisbed
If I’d iinsacred that question
honestly. she would base slugged
111*.

Stanford Faculty
Likes Stevenson

’llammer. Mike / larnmer." I
said.
’’What I,.i I (1,, tor you, Mike?"
’DIU you tell rue about litA group
Stanford, Calif. I UP I
tle guy named Georgie that you 01
Stanford university faculty
had In your class last quarterl inernbers have endorsed Gov. Adlai
lie leas short, LAI, kind of a 4sab E. Stevenson and accused Dwight
but ulth a heart of gold. Proles.
Eisenhower of surrendering to
"undesirable elements."
The professors signed a pr-call me Elaine. Mike I’ll like
it much better Now, let me see. titloo supporting Strtruson, the
A slob named Georgie? Oh, yes! Democratic presidential candiHe wasn’t very bright. When he. date, it was learned Wednesday.
They said in the petition, which
got a perfect score on his final, 1
toined him over to the authori- will be published tomorrow, that
ties tor investigation What’s he Eizwnhower, the GOP candidate,
had been "wrong on most crucial
tkaing now?"
"He’s dead." I said I got Geer. questions before him."
gie’s blue book and checked the
writing. A clever forgery all right. gan, lie dkbet finish his beer,
}:bitne Rave me the class list and either.
I bolted out the door but the
suggested I look up a buddy 01
ceiling and the floor fell on me
Georgie.* named Fells
%hen I was leaving, Elaine . at the same time. The next thing
soothing my
said "Von think you can remeni- I knew. Laura was
Wad and saying, "Mike, Mike
ber how to find Rimini
’what happened?"
again?"
I She helped me into her car and
-Sure." I said
we started home. But the blast on
1 called DA 2-2151 and asked the head had shaken something
class list for Laura. She gave me a list of loose. A name on the
the local places where I might find , L. Horner Who did I know whose
P’elix She sounded lonely so I name began with "L"?
"Illunser," she aneuered ’sweet promised to drop over to her place
as she +smiled ’limn the barafter midnight
rel of her .32 snub nose reolv%t f’hea something or -Other
rr. "Horner. Just as on the class
they hail’nt seen Fells hut a
list In your pocket." (I’d forgotfunny looking flog with a tripten that this brainy beauty was
not eh harked :it me se) I lilt it
Rutha Stanford girl.
with as %am. r r and flattened it.
less. Reguiling.)
.%1 anottici place I att. tloc.
-I’m going to hate messing up
llowls of stale popilan while wait your pretty face with a nasty old
ling. but no Felix
bullet," she said.
I walked into one place and a
Poor Laura. She didn’t see
little guy smiled a lisping smile truck and trailer swing out of t
and said,
"Gots/ evening. Mon. side street and plunge toward
I slew "K didn’t know what "mooI did, I opened the door and roll,
!soeue- meant so 1 shot him in the
out just before the splatterie
11" ff. Ivo’ tuo
SID
stunt
I
crunching, splintering crash.
1111I1

11%111’

I )111.1. iturOr 11
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As I was going own Palm Dri
leaving 0111)1 it behind tlw
:Laura, Professor Elaine, and II
hot lump of hate that had knawed
’at my belly my lights outlined
the figure of a girl standing under that same sign. She was a
blonde
like Laura had been.
Blonde and lanky like the other
wit.. But I didn’t slop. Sure, it
might have been fun but the lipstick wouldn’t have smelled the
same I could just fell it wouldn’t
And then 1 hit that bump in the
road and said a dirty word.
THE END,
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Come in and pich out Ike color you want
from our COMPLETE SELECTION.
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Sweaters
-Cashmere-
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STUDENTS!
Owning a yearbook of your college days
Will give you many fond memories of the
-good old college times.- Be sure you
your LA TORRE stub Wednesday,

.

buy

November 5th - under the library arch.
Remember Wednesday, October 29%

"It’s the

- 99.30 p

POPULAR PRICE.

1.211
’41.

They have forms.
They have a large circulation.
A back issue is not in demand.
i OrIsit**********IntrintritriltstOrtrirtr
They come in all types.
*
I : MARK SAYS:
There were 856,000 fires last ,
*
*
FLAVORS
STAR
year
one every 36 seconds
*
a.
which damaged or destroyed 400,**
000 buildings. took 11,000 lives,
The 14 Dipper
*
and chalked up a loss of 3730 mil:
son Fernando-Opp. Pile Driver
lion.
*4414 044,441*******41.046404.4441
1.
2.
3.
4.

Complete Co.prage
SoclI & Sports E.ents

Here it is at last - a sweater combining

/
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3. They stack up well.
6. Some can be picked up on
.street corners.
: 7. You can’t believe half of
:what they say,
i 8. They aren’t worth much.
, 9. You should have one of. your
obxoxr.n.s.and not borrow your neigh -

KXX
1/1.1.,

SAMPLE LOW FARES
.4._,,

(The following article comes to
us from the Carleton college in
,Ottawa Canada, via the Syracuse
I, Daily Orange. In it a ’48 grad exlike news: plains why "women art
papers".)
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FINEST CHARTER SERVICE
I .0

Spartan Daily Exchange Page

+

in a little barn of a place
in the hills I found Felix Ile
was fat
like
gie and I:vented
scared. Felix was ready to talk.
II" explained all about something
called
"curve" where the whole
class plass A ginte or (AI -man -out
and ilw low man flunks I, was
Velot’s theory that SI .111coMP was
ataul t hat Georgie would lica t
him ill the Class, S41 tIcil pct son
tiggial the frame
-Who was it
asked
hid
Fell’. stalled /11 anostg
a si naming shag ripped th
gh
the aa union :and put a period on
the sentence hrlorr it es en be.
BM

AND YOUR OWN

Clip Sheet

10.95

"liter the chow
rake your Aide
to the

tJSWilliams LUCKY DRIVE IN
227-233 SOUTH FIRST STREET

1859 West San Carlos

Frosh To Meet
Second Opponent
By BILL 1 1111t
Tvv 0 mme-too-’ii
football
..on, will he facing each oilier
night yy hen the San Jose State
:..,11111t’ll square off with the Modesto Junior college Pirates at 8
,-clock under the arcs of the Jay -ce stadium.
Bit h teanis
inyohed in
losing ventures in their last encounters. The spartabithes dropprd their season opener. 111-2.
last yyeek to the College of Pacific trosh,. while the Pirates
yyere even
inauspii"
,
ending up on the- short end of
a 51-0 score against stoekten
JC
Previou,.s_ Jo_fhc _Stockton de lade, the Pirates were regarded
as a strong outfit. They knocked

TOM CUFFE
Erosh Coach
off Santa Rosa JC 26-6 in their
previous contest.
Coached by Stan Fmk:). the
Modestans boast two hard-hitting
runtwrs in Fullback Eddie Ander,s(Pli awl, Halfback Bill Beaaley.
Tiwy also claim a defensive line
that averages 215 pounds oer man.
Coach Tom Cuffe said he looks
!or improvement in the Sparta’ala’s and said his charges’ defen-Iv, performance should be ,a-msiderably better in this game with
last week’s game and add d in II
wider lheir belts.
(me of the major changes in the
lineup will be at the lett tackle
.-pot Al Pauline will replace Bp:
Anderson on the affenSive team sr
;h, bulky Anderson can he used to
bill capabilities in defensive
"file
starting lineup
I or he holds tonight will be
Ed Ila Ines and Mike Chiecke.
ends; Pauline and Lee Bater,
tackles; Clarence Akan and
George McFadden. g II a r d s;
John Eddy, center; Jerrv Huse,
quarterlt oh; Pat Hiram and

iTwo Water
Polo Games
Here Toni!rlit

ftWoll)111:11-%

With a winning streak oi tun
John Ratliff. halfbai ks; and
behind them, Coach Charlie WalRill .4.,imonetti, fullback.
Running star of kite CUP .k, ker’s varsity- water poloists enterfor the Spartans, was Pat Hiram, tain the California Water Polo
whose brother wrote a golden ’club tonight at 8 o’clock in the
hapter in SJS football history Spartan pool; The frosh team
with that victory -grasping touch- meets Sequoia high school in the
down romp in the waning mo- 7 o’clock preliminary.
After losing the first two gamerments of the Pacific varsitY. game..
The younger Hiram is a hard driv_ of the season to the highly -rated
ir
with speed and elusiveness California and Stanford outfits.
the Spartans bounced back to
cc lien he gets in the open.
Ron Tipton, a halfback starter dunk Santa Clara 14-0 and San
in the COP game, ki out of action Francisco State 21-6 earlier this
week.
with a fractured elbow.
The Cal club supposedly is
The ffosh squad will embark to
Modesto via bus this afternoon stocked with former University of
California stars and other veteran
at 1 o’clock from the gym.
Berkeley water polo performers.
The preliminary game looms to
be quite a set-to. Three weeks ago
the Redwood City lads dealt the
local first -year men a 16-9 lacing.
If San Jose plans to avenge the
loss, they will have to stop scoring
’ thrusts of Cherokees Paul Ka-made and Bob Gaughran.
In the three games the frosh
Still jubilant at their last -sechave had this season, Ron Fads
ond win over College of Pacific.
and Ken Wightman have bee.thi
26-21, Saturday night, Spartan offenske stars and Dale Anderson
footballers got back to work yes- , has been a- stalwart on defense.
terday in preparation for their Goalie Ron Mann also has come
igrid battle with Stanford, Nov. 1. , in for some praise by Coach
Coach Bob Bronzan had his Walker

Locals Return
To Work Fer
1Stanford Tilt

charges running through offensive
signal drill and pass patterns in
their first scheduled workout following the (70P triumph.
The entire squad has been
taking 15-minute a day voluntary workouts since Monday. according to Line Coach Bill Per r. "They ’really are pointing for
the Rig Game with the Indians
and took it upon themselves to
keep in condition this vveek," he
said.
The Spartans find t hemselves
in an advantageous position in
that they will be resting this
weekend while the Indians will
meet the ajways-dangerous Doe:
Heinrich and Co. from the University of Washington.
Word from the Farm yesterday
said lhe Indians’ ace liriehaeketi.
Chuck Essigian, will be out of the
lineup for the remainder of thi
season. He suffered n knee at jury in the UCLA game, which,
Stanford dropped 21-14, and
undergo an operartion to co!
he mu t try. He is 7onsidored
-7da;
of the "tag nuns" ;NI t
;TA.;;;-;
Coach Itrontan .pikaal the minor that he mai be coaching in
next ,r3.1111 V1 it h
the
the remark that, "As far as
Winos there is abaolutely nothing to tht story. I have not been
vontacted in vonnection cc ith
the issue."
The,Spartan mentor -xpr, his gratitude to the local sir,
body and townspeople for the
terest they mi. taking in the foot.
ball team this season.

Uchida Talks Judo
Vonsh Uchida, S1S judo coach.
was the guest speaker at the
Oct. 21 meeting of the an Jose
Exchange club. He eplained
judo and its system of scoring
to the club members.
Faster and Pete Gonad,
to i. of the Spartans’ twist a oiling judoists, ahrsisted Coach I ch.
itla in the program.

hi’11111 %X Ball 1

DON’T FORGET

Triple Contest
Scheduled For
Cross-C ountn

to enter this week’s

FOOTBALL
SCORE -GUESSING
CONTEST!

said
Track Coach iltid
yesterda
agreement has been
reached on a cross-country meet
to include h(’University of Cali
fornia. Stanford. UCLA and SJS
The contest will be held Nov. s
at Stanford. Meet tinie has I"
set for 10:30 in the morning
Plans also are under way to :
mote a triangle meet between
Stanford and SJS. Proposed dab
of this meet is Nov. 21. It would
be held here. If the two univertu
ties agree to this contest, it could
turn into one of the biggest track
r -vents of the year.
, Working toward peak performances. the SJS thinclacts pulled
their best time!, thus far in practice an tho four mile eyent Monday- afternoon. Gene Haynes and
Bob McMullen, leading to the itch, stopped the clock at :a .
each of the two times they ran tie
(’ti-nt.
Don Hubbard, Roland Murra
and Ray Dyer also finished witt
rood times in the practice %York

For the best DONUTS
try

IERKS

FRED’S
Barber
Shop
135
E. San Carlos

371 WEST SAN CARLC’

AT LAST!

Spartan Athletics

Doily Report on

Sat., Nov. 1
San Jose State
Ss C

Stanford

WIN 100 GALS.
FREE GAS!
vt 4,.
Contest 540’e Cord
.es
at - Kay s
Guess the scoot and &post
up to one hour before gam. ONE sinner seriiira 4st...ore
gallons TWO ...tweets let 50 g
Ions edict,. etc But an Vtene,s qt.
I0 gallons no matter .4.ra
omits’ right!

SAVE MONEY_DIV
FINEST GASOHNE

KAY’S
;

DIVIDEND
SERVICE
141 SO

THIRD STREET
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-IVANHOE- ON THE SCREEN!

An its spectacular beauty
glorified by Technicolor. From
the company that made ’’Quo Vadis"
and every way as big...
for it captures all the passions
and pageantry of the
Age of Romance!

BRAKES
L HYDRA,,

ADJUSTED
& TESTED

.«

while - you - wait
Dcn ri,enings until coo

-

Good brkes re essential
safe driving
Let us add to your safety
your
and pleasure bring
roytirne.

Raven-bairrd
Rebecca

’Which beauty clod

the Black Xight choose’

1.50

Lovri). Elorldr
Rou’rosa

SIP WAITER SCOTT’S

This low pri ce includes-Pe-^o+c font whees
610nr out dirt
Inspct brake lining and d,;;;;,s
Inspect front wheel cylinders
Inspect hydraulic lines
Inspect master cylinder

Check brake.fluid
ADJUST sosice birdies
ADJUST pedal cleatance
ADJUST ...heel bearing%
Pressure test hydraulic system
Road test

TECHNICOLOR

TAYLOR TAYLOR FONAINE
SANDERS -WILLIAMS

BRAKE E. El/1MM
c)e-uh:ce ()a.

540 South First Street
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UN Has a Birthday -Seven Years Old TodaN

Included In
Library Stock

-Great Rooks of the Western
World," a 34 -volume set, highBy DAVE ELAM
ot 136 book additions
Today is United Nations day. If marks the seventh anniversary lights a total
sec- I., the college Library last week.
of final acceptance of the UN charter in 1945. Anton Howard,
subject Index to Books Pubretary of the International Relations club on campus, announced yes- lished to INR41," by Robert A.
of
developments
world
important
review
will
terday that the club
Peddle, heads the general works
meeting scheduled for Nov. 13.
the UN at
ection of the aces additions.
the
in
Also among new books in the
"Most people think of the UN as being interested only
Ilipr. ,.11111.; .Jf peaceful rebel. .’ ...neral works division is "Free’among the nations of the world," dons of the Press in England. 14176Howard said "What most ak, not 1776.’ by Frederick Siebert.
realize is that the l’N has made ! Other volumes include "Aspects
tong stiv. ni Its. economic. politi- of Form," by Lancelot L. Whyte;
I
cal and social area, of life.," he- -Commentaries on the Catholic
r
Epistles,- by Jean Calvin; "DelinFolk/wow are a few of the ar_ ;quency Control,- revised edition,
the 1;1:v14v-it.
during
the.
EN
of
icorriplishnornts
by Lowell J. Carr; "The Colleges
,a4.. senuirs it..,. not yet had their
as listed in and the Courts," by M . M (’hampicture, taken toe La Toile, Nov. i th’ Post *rye’, ye’ors,
3 ,end $ hits., le.i.li ( .todi. (mitt), current iss14I. of "United Na- ibers; and "Law of Marriage. and
carol., i 1101Is World" 1. Restored peace iDisorce." by Rh-hard V. Mackay.
ill., vitt pie... (.0,(sitiiri,
Israel I
-BINak of NIMa...s." by Paul
en the squabble. between
Zrionlerrrian
Dick
and
Sinlelif.m.
2 Security Richards; "Classical Meehanivs."
arid the Arab states
.inneainced today
Rusresulted
in
council discussion
by H. E. Rutherford; "Origin of
A sign-up sheet has been placed
sian withdrawal from Iran in 1946. the Earth." by William M.
.en the bulletin board in IPA, La
anti
8The I’N instituted an
Smart: -Gardens anal GardenTor I . 1,1114-1., VI seniors may make
.1,1.,Innto.ro,.., at the Keith (we tubsircishods campaign ri filch eing." 1951 edition; nu- Mak:V4,1100.11010 children
amined
ing of !looks," by Sean Jennett;
Otolio, II IN F’tist street, the- creghoul the amid. 4The
Ili
"Studfrs in Nfusical InterprPta. ditol s said
lion," by Alfrrd Curtail; "en-RInt ernational I mirt of Jr...lice
Tea, her trainee. and ot het ......
has added a great deal to the
ifle t
by Katherlate M.
as, who are oft campus should’
ot
inn
international
I..rster. and -Structural Heareoril-ict the Ea Torre office, where find Y
aperi41 appmwrie,nts ,,,..," he mode_ 1 through its dectwlon on into-maing." (NO
Its 11.11x Sali:Ammerman and Miss Simmons Dn." Ihrlard"’"lir Ali I;holt Aidalan. Iranian
"George’ Washington an American
t-tplaitosi
ambassador, reported that the UN Literature, 1775-1865,- by William
The. eve -editors ask all gi)VornVs..% small nations the reassur- A. Ilyran; -Best American Plays,"
mental and oicial.on gam/atoms to ..
cheek then boxes in the Student eetwe ’it help and n’f’’’’’’ then) of Third series, by John Gassner.
eniweriwtt with the necessity of joining military
"Alosements of Theatre Scene1;nion fan- mall
alliances dominated by large nil- ! ry. 11 volumes, 1926-30; "History
..earbook
’,.. it’ page . .: :I
A lions ’
id oratory and Orators," by Hen.
lie’
Minna. Argentina, Interry flardwacke; "A Reacting let
Ill I )174’illoilli
Thrl’I
prited the main function of the . Mote). Dick." by Milton Perch.,
IN as "see,ng that the selfish an4,411141;1i 2.11 volies
and "East of Eden," by Jeit:,
. terests lid all nations) become I -n- Stembeck.
III.9te-iee’d.
:,....1 the hit?) 1
it, .. , ....1.......
t"ringressif pied district will ties- :
Two 17nRersity of Mimics..?
CU,S 0111,111111 taro campaign issues ’
"dentists have invented a machine.
Sunda:a at 12 :111 ii in 1111 -PPOpo
which tells the difference between
"Daybreak." narrated by Ron:
and Paohlerns." a weekis program
normal tissue., non-cancerous tit
sprneweied tas! the Institute of In -1 Wren, will he Sunday’s presenta. ’
:nor tissue and canceroils tes,e.
ilustrial Rebel If ells W..1- station ; Nem an the Radio Guild’s series by the
use of sound Wir, 1.1’. Secure These Rights." The ’
KEEN
-rh., speaker. are Mrs lietsoy program will be heard at ti p fil
r;OT A FREE PERIOD?
p41/11414.%- lover station KEEN.
111414311.11113,111
K
Fish...".
sp.,. a alaelatate rh;.rles.S Getbser.! Supporting Wren a all he WI
Come to . .
It. faibljeah Al t hell
I.
Jutinsieta, leant Young, Clyde Allen. Rarbar.,
I s ’noel at
t
lia
I..’.’
m
pion,
Gene
Ch
a
voya
1
II I’aul I- ekei as -.istant ’levee- Martha Mahan Rodney Etheridge
SANDWICHES
ins- of the. lat. is in chat g. .1 the i John Piot ti James Cockrell. Neal
E SAN FERNANDO
in- etgriillt
Roynolds drat Patricia Mackley.
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thlitim1(11 Days
far .Seator Photos mki..4
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Refreshments, and games will be
William D. Lott, tormer *Tip’neering professor at the Univer- tottered members and guests after
lecture
sity of Santa Clara and now a Simi the
Jose consulting engineer, will i
speak before the Engineering society tonight on "Structural Damage of California Earthquakes."
The group will meet at 8 p.m
in the Student Union, according
to Dr. Ralph J. Smith, head of the.
engineering department.
Louz will illustrate his talk with
slides of damage done at the recent Tehachapi and Bakersfield
quakes. He was on the scene immediately alter the disasters. Or,
Smith said.
His photos show that only. older
buildings without lateral. reinforced constructibn were heavily damaged. Dr. Smith continued,
.Lotz has been a practicing en One of the most interesting
gineer for 24 years. and has de5igned many bridges and buildings
and profitable careers in
in San Jose.
which a young Amrican

D fiat Eave

Cateet Plan?

.
Army Comm ission
Students working toward a master of arts degree in accounting,
business administration or economics may apply for a direct cornmissiion with the U.S. Army Finance corps after receiving the
degree, according to Col. James
J. Hea, ’head of the Department
of Military Science and Tactics
on campus.
Anyone wishing further information concerning the commission
should see Colonel Hea in B82.
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012/yIhne will Tell . .
JOIN UP AND YOU’RE AUTOMATICALLY
B. M. O. C. AROUND
HERE!

career abroad. Advanced
degrees offered.

Write

Smoke Shop
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FOREIGN SERVICE

Inoesti9ate

Magazines
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graduate -level training for
a satisfying and lucrative

ON DOWN TO
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FOREIGN TRADE

The
American Institute For
Foreicn Trade offers you

HURRY!
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Test CAMEIS
-kw 30 days
kir Mildness and Flavor

s

TIME WILL TELL ABOUT A FRATERNITY!
\tit,.yONLY
TIME WILL TELL ABOUT A CIGARETTE!
)

’

AND
TAKE YOUR TIME MAKE THE SENSIf3LE 30 -DAY
CAMEL MILDNESS TEST. SEE HOW CAMELS SUIT
YOU AS YOUR STEADY SMOKE!

are America’s most poplar cigarette. To find.oitt why, ’
test them as your steady smoke.
ir days. Smoke only Camels fa’: thiy
See how rich and flavorful they are
pack after pack! See- how Old
CAMELS are week after week!
( .1 ME LS
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